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The Edge of Humanity – the
they already are aware
of what we abhor and adore.

              ------0------

The Gods of infidelity,
cringe at the thought of depravity.

ut,
when it comes to the 
who on earth considers them -
on the edge of humanity?

              ------0------
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Who …
is in a stable, considerate relationship
where there is never a word cross
or to accept lesser than fair today?
Are there such as these people of a humanity
and called upon to voice their ease?

Who …
accepts the poor in heart
as being of worth and worthy to exist
as part of who we are as a whole?

And of that whole,
what is fair and what is war,
what is criminal and which is not?

Who on earth can tell that
from a more political despot?

               ------0------
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The thought of people on the move,
the thought of people refugees living a life of little ease
shunned here or there to allow the rest to have the best
all the benefits when in fact we are the West
and trying our very best to rob the rest.

Who are we
tribal folk claiming all this democratic stuff
when all in all the value of us is a slave,
debt-ed to the best in scales unbelievable,
heights of extreme
without any reference to humanity
and what that actually does truly mean?

              ------0------

ho are we Westerners,
tribal elders no where to be seen?
Who are we solidarity
when all in the world are treated with disparity?

Who are we in the West trying our very, very best
to become an exceptional being
when in reality nowhere of worth to be considered
let alone valued, each in their space uniquely geared?
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God bless humanity
or where ever that exists today
when so much tribal stuff
is truly considered of no consequence to us,
the best of the best, ‘exceptionalists’
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Who are we of the West,
trying to usurp the rest?
When all the time they are aware
we are the futile and ignorant
and have no idea, no idea of what is best.
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Who are we
in the West trying our very best
to support what we feel is in our favour
and discard the rest?

hat type
of civilization is this to become
without any form of respect,
just number one?

hat type
of human being is able
to sustain such an elevated status
when the world is not singled out
in terms of a climatic
or war zone nuclear fall out?

                ------0------
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I did search my soul, went on a quest,
found the distance arduous
but then it is all more about who I am
in that day to day relationship
and meet and greet a stranger on the street.

So when I went over lands complete
I found that most are struggling
to value who they are
let alone another stranger on the street.

What type of civility
are we here
in the Westernised view of humanity?

Or living part and parcel inside the latest gadget
of which does little
when it does come to a meaningful relationship?

                ------0------
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Take for instance the latest craze
to organize a party on the Facebook page
when in essence no one cares
for it is more about oneself in a selfish type of affair.

What are we looking for
searching the websites for more and more
and often not something valid
in terms of a humanity’s gain
but more for debt and let that run until no more?

What is it we are wanting for
when half the world is in debt or depressive?
What type of benefit
to have half the population suffering?

hat type of benefit
to have a world in debt to the neck
and drowning to such a degree
no hope, no benefit to save themselves
but drugged or burdened in some form
heaven only knows what for?

                ------0------
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Love is a quest for some
but not in the form of loving someone,
but more a porn type screen
or burdening our youth obscene.

Love is not …
some form of argument
hoping to change some form and agree to disagree
to increase their own growth as a human being.
No, love is sold and sold out to our youth
and generations forward to come
without any form of sanctity or love of everyone.

Love is not …
some form to discard, utilise as a new car
or item from a shopping mall
but more hard work than thought at first glance.

And that is a problem in the West
for hardship,
as working for a relationship,
is not considered of benefit.

                ------0------
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God bless
the so-called angels of light
that come somewhere
between dawn’s light and midnight.

But what is not understood quite literally
is that a voice, a dream or thought
is always waiting for our attention
to need some form of advice to change our course
and make for a much better life and source.

               ------0------

recognise the signs of your own behaviour
time and time again about who you are
in those forms characteristic and in that way
make a change to know more value in your day to day?

Can you begin to know
what of a life time you have to show?
Is it of validity, purpose and meaningful
or just filling in the time
without cause, concern or reason?

               ------0------
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Love
is not some form of idle chat
but more about that voice of inner worth
and in how one is able to tap that
and make for more and more understanding
about one’s own particular part in life –
that of a humanity, historically beneficial
to work out and make a stand
and do not let another partake to undermine.

            ------0------

o I wake up and wonder why …
so much information
has been coming in my night and life
of which little is of benefit
until I begin to understand -

I am valid and of worth and in that
must contain a feeling, sense or knowing
otherwise drift I will toward the end date
without a stand, a worthy cause
to be of benefit to a core,
that of humanity in my own life
and those I love and adore.

            ------0------
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Who are the ?
Mostly the Western world
trying to become exceptional
way beyond reality and therefore
those on the ground recognise
we are the stupid and they know more.

Who are we trying to become?

Who are we aiming
in our behaviour unbecoming?
Who is at the core of our valuable life
treated poorly daily
and often into the late hours at night?

 …
the driver toward endless-ness
of untamed behaviour
blaming everyone?

          ------0------
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Love, oh yes it is the only way if we are to survive
and that is truly how it appears more and more
each of these blessed life living days.

Love requires a dedication
beyond the current call.
Love requires humility and beneficial types
of dedication and acceptance all in one
to deliver a more purpose-led understanding
of each and everyone.

So who in your day do you consider
valid, worthy and acceptable?
Is it yourself and why is that?

What type of beneficial act do you do of benefit
to another trying to live and survive beyond the reach
of a daily type living style, like the Western rich?

 about the West
that takes everyone as being subservient
and supremacy is on the rise and I ask myself why is that?

Then in reflection,
consideration and informed information
over days or weeks, years as well,
what is it that I am able to tell
looking back at my life and benefit to myself and all?
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ometimes it is hard
to find that time to reflect, consider
and undertake changes that will allow
for more understanding and fairness.
But when I consider the world at large
I have to be quite honest and say,
unless we are all able to change
and look to the poorest in the lands,
and see what in our own self we have done -
judgemental, critical and inhuman
then we can fully appreciate
we are the worst types when it comes
to being and thinking of ourself as exceptional.
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Love is not …
some form of disgust
unless you have caused another
a certain amount of harm and lust.

Love is not …
some form to criticise
and make people feel unacceptable, most unwise.

But what is often left unsaid
is that each and every creature on the earth
is well and truly of worth -

no matter where or what, who or why
have a chance to live -
not as now coming under daily fire.

                ------0------

Love comes in packages complete
called life on earth when born unique.
But what happens as we grow
is it of the environment,
climatic forces or just plain ignorance?

                ------0------
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want for and long for
a world of peace, calm and serenity,
patience and humility.

And not try desperately to survive
under enormous hardship as wars continual
and greed from rape and pillage of those lesser than

or more well placed to take and make the most for ourselves
without any form of consideration, just do -
and care so very little, if at all.
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o you want for and desire a change
then look at your own behaviour
and stop all the criticism and blame.

o you want to exist
in a more beneficial style
then look at who you are
and in how you behave,

whether appropriate or not,
whether beneficial or not,
whether supportive or not,
whether agreeable or not,
whether able to agree to disagree, civil or not,
whether to harm another for fear or malice or not

whatever the reason, must be said,
look at yourself more as an observer
and adjust that.

               ------0------
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Life is not an easy task.

Life is not an easy quest.

that we fail to recognise
that we are our own saviour and in that, sanctified.
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o take up that quest,
that core reason for your own life
and say religiously, in a secular way,

e are the best of humanity
      when we agree to disagree,
      consider another, ourselves especially.

For here in the delivery
of what we can achieve
is far more beneficial
if we can begin to love -
this person known as me.

                       ------0------
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fter thought:
Many times I have wondered why
so many seek out various alternatives
to their own source and utilise that
in an endeavour to understand what it is,
about them, that is so very clear
and yet appears mysterious.

                   ------0------


